is therefore 'thrown in'. "No charge.7 But it is also only fair to say that it is
more difficult to find ways and means to get our houses built.
The distinction of our buildings (the countenance of principle will stand
out in any crowd) is inevitable. It marks them and makes them, should
they fail at any point—temporarily leak or show defects and especially
should they exceed expected costs—immediately become a common mark
for the envious sceptic. Most of the sceptics are architects. Or friends and
neighbours who live in fashionable homes.
We are yet, thanks to our lucky star, unfashionable.
Our faults are those, not of a common system but of an independently
growing thing: a challenge to Fashion. But our faults are corrected much
more easily than the faults stock-and-shop would be sure to perpetrate.
Because every problem carries within itself its own solution, and, because
we make the buildings what they are, thoroughbred, we are perfectly
competent to cure evils and rectify errors as they arise. We have the
secrets conferred by our experience with the type we originate.
Any experiment we make is not on our part a seeking for novelty—but
is sincerely and intelligently an experiment made in the client's own
interest. Cure and correction are a matter of pride with us because, in a
peculiarly intimate sense, every building we build is not only the client's
own, but also our own. We must and will see that that building becomes
what we intended it to be or we would soon be ashamed to look ourselves
in the face. And since the building is always a public mark, the building
must be maintained as intended even if we have to help. It is sometimes
a matter of enough money of our own to be able to do this. But we get the
money eventually. And no client who has stood by us has yet been let
down. It is also only fair to say that most all of them have not let us down
either. Many of them have taken a lot that seemed at the time beside the
mark in order to get what they were certain was coming, glad to stand by
the principles we practise, principles in which they as firmly and faith-
fully believe as we do.
Their investment in the building is dated some years ahead (say, ten
years) and increases in value with time because our buildings cannot go
out of fashion. They are not and never will be dated.
THE CONQUEST OF THE DESERT
Taliesin West is a look over the rim of the world. As a name for our far-
western desert camp we arrived at it after many more romantic names
were set up and knocked down. The circumstances were so picturesque
that names ran wild—so we settled sensibly to the one we already had.
To live indoors with the Fellowship during a Northern winter would be
hard on the Fellowship and hard on us. We are an outdoor outfit} besides
it costs thirty-five hundred dollars to heat all our buildings at Taliesin, so it
is cheaper to move Southwest. The trek across continent began November,
1955. Each trek was an event of the first magnitude. The Fellowship's
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